Skilled throwers achieve accuracy in overarm throwing by releasing the ball on the handpath 16 with a timing precision as low as one millisecond. It is generally believed that this remarkable 17 ability results from a precisely timed command from the brain that opens the fingers.
INTRODUCTION
timing windows for ball release were surprisingly low, e.g., 5 ms for skilled subjects throwing 
137
Coordinate systems 138 Two coordinate systems were used to describe arm motion measured with the search-coil 139 technique. First, for the hand in space, we used a space-fixed coordinate system in which 140 motions were described as components of rotations around axes aligned with the magnetic fields.
141
In this system, we measured the vertical component of hand angular position in space which was 142 the component of rotation that occurred around the medial-lateral horizontal axis. Second, finger segment motions were also described in terms of joint rotations by computing angular positions 144 of finger segments with respect to the adjacent proximal segment. In this case, the axes were 145 imbedded in the proximal segment and rotated with it. It must be emphasized that joint motions 146 do not represent a component of motion around a space-fixed axis. Rather, joint motions were 147 computed as normal joint rotations. Overall finger extension, was motion of the distal phalange 148 with respect to the hand irrespective of hand orientation. Figure 1A shows the three finger joints 149 and their abbreviations (DIP, PIP, MCP) at the moment in the throw when the ball started to roll 150 with respect to the fingers.
151

Timing Windows
152
As previously (e.g., Hore et al. 2002 ) the timing of ball release and finger opening were 153 measured with respect to the moment on the handpath when the hand was vertical in space. This 154 point was chosen because it occurs within a few milliseconds of ball departure from the fingertip 155 which was signaled by the distal microswitch. For both ball release and finger opening, a mean 156 time and SD was obtained for each subject. The timing variability was expressed statistically as was between 20% -30% of the magnitude of the mean peak finger velocity for the baseball 166 throws, and used this threshold value for all ball conditions. 
RESULTS
170
Two phases of finger opening
171
The starting point for this study was the observation in seated throws made by 172 recreational subjects that ball release in overarm throwing was associated with two phases of 173 finger opening (mean throwing speed across subjects was 53.2 km/h, SD 4.3). These phases are 174 shown for a single throw from one subject in Fig. 1B . In the first phase (phase 1), the fingers 175 gripped the ball and pushed against the backforce from the ball during the backswing and initial 176 part of the forward throw. This was associated in this subject with both metacarpophalangeal low throws late. We tested this by measuring the point on the handpath when finger opening 196 occurred. Figure 1C shows the PIP joint velocity-hand angular position relation for 4 high and 4 197 low throws from the representative recreational subject (shown in Fig 1B) . Contrary to the 198 prediction of the timing command hypothesis, there is no difference in hand position for the high 199 and low throws at onset of PIP joint extension (low threshold) when PIP joint velocity crossed 0.
200
To determine across subjects whether there was a difference in place on the handpath for the Figure 1D , low (zero) threshold, shows that across subjects there was no difference 205 between the 3 groups of throws at the low threshold level (repeated measures ANOVA, F (2, 19) = 206 2.321, P = 0.112). This result does not support the prediction of the timing hypothesis that there 207 will be different finger opening points on the handpath for the high and low throws. However, 208 when hand angular position was measured at a high level threshold that was 50% of mean peak 209 PIP joint velocity (Fig. 1C) , i.e., during the second ball rolling phase of finger opening, there was 210 a difference between the 3 groups of throws (Fig. 1D, high threshold) . ANOVA values were F (2, 211 19) = 31.26, P < 0.0001; Tukey's multiple comparison test showed that all groups were different 212 from each other (low-on target P < 0.001; low-high P < 0.001; on target-high P < 0.01). In summary, ball high/low inaccuracy was associated with differences in the finger opening-hand 214 path relation for the second (ball rolling) phase of finger opening phase, but not for the first 215 initial hand opening phase. That is, the second phase of finger opening timed the ball release 216 that determined accuracy.
217
Testing the backforce hypothesis successive throws for ball release, and 11 successive throws for finger opening. That is, these 232 very skilled subjects timed finger opening and ball release from throw to throw with a variability 233 of one millisecond.
Three predictions of the backforce hypothesis are 1) that in fast throws with a ball that 235 produces a large backforce, e.g., a baseball, a rapid second phase of PIP joint extension will 236 occur, 2) that in the absence of a backforce from the ball, the rapid second phase of PIP joint 237 extension will not occur, and 3) without a rapid second phase of PIP joint extension, precise 238 timing of ball release will be lost. To test these predictions, the university team players were 239 instructed to make the same throwing motion, and the same finger opening, with and without a 240 baseball in the hand. Across subjects the angular velocities of the hand in space, which is one 
259
In the analysis of results across university players we measured overall finger opening, 260 i.e., the sum of all finger joint rotations, which is given by rotation of the distal phalanx 261 (fingertip) with respect to the hand. We did this for two reasons: 1) because one subject timed 262 ball release primarily by motion at the DIP joint rather than the PIP joint, and 2) because across 263 subjects timing windows were smaller and relationships were stronger with the overall finger Pa the finger opening timing window for the 30 baseball throws at the chosen threshold was 2.6 274 ms (Fig. 3A) , and for the 30 no-ball throws 12.0 ms (Fig. 3B) . Figure 3D shows that across 275 subjects the precision of finger timing with the baseball (mean timing window 4.0 ms SD 2.2) 276 was lost in the no-ball condition (mean 27.1 ms SD 17.6) [t (18) = 4.10, P = 0.0003]. In summary, 277 the data supported the three predictions of the backforce hypothesis.
278
Throws with a very light ball
280
A possible criticism of the previous experiment is that the throws without a ball were not 281 a natural throwing motion. To address this criticism we asked the university players to make 30 282 fast throws with the lightest hard-surfaced ball that we could find. This was a baseball-sized increased finger timing window for the light ball (7.6 ms) compared to the baseball (2.6 ms) and 298 heavy ball (3.5 ms). Across subjects, comparison of throws with the 3 balls revealed that there 299 was a difference for finger extension peak acceleration (Fig. 4C ) (repeated measures ANOVA 300 F (2, 9) = 14.36, P = 0.0002). Tukey's test showed that the throws with the light ball were 301 different from throws with the baseball (P < 0.001) and the heavy ball (P < 0.01). There was also a difference for the finger extension timing windows (Fig.4D) 
311
Relationships between kinematic parameters
312
The backforce hypothesis states that in baseball throws hand acceleration produces finger 313 extension acceleration. A fourth prediction of the backforce hypothesis is that relationships will 314 occur between these two kinematic parameters. In agreement, a relationship was found in 315 university players between the magnitude of hand angular acceleration (in the vertical plane) and 316 the magnitude of finger extension acceleration. Figure 5A , B shows records from 10 throws 317 made by pitcher Pa throwing a baseball. In both cases throws are aligned on the moment when 318 the hand in the vertical plane started to move forward (hand onset). Note that hand acceleration 319 (Fig. 5B ) starts before hand onset because hand deceleration during the backswing, when the 320 hand is rotating backwards, is in the same direction as hand acceleration in the forward direction.
321
For both finger extension acceleration and hand angular acceleration, variability occurred in the 322 peak magnitude. Figure 5C shows that across subjects, when results were normalized by 323 aligning the relations for each subject on mean magnitude of hand acceleration and mean magnitude of finger acceleration (these mean values were defined as 0), a statistically significant 325 relation was found (generalized least squares estimation using elementwise regression, F (1,9) = 326 48.69, P < 0.001).
327
A second relation was found between the time (from hand onset) when hand angular 328 acceleration crossed a high threshold of 50% peak mean value (Fig. 5B) and the time when 329 finger extension acceleration crossed a high threshold of 30% of its peak mean value (Fig. 5A) .
330
Because the mean finger and mean hand acceleration times were different in different subjects,
331
we normalized both values across subjects by taking their mean value and calling it 0. Figure 5D According to the backforce hypothesis, differences in high and low throws arise from a 337 failure to match finger flexor force, or finger stiffness, to the hand acceleration. For example, 338 low throws will have too much finger flexor force, or too much stiffness, for a given hand 339 acceleration. Consequently, for low throws, onset of PIP joint extension will be delayed until 340 hand acceleration reaches a higher value. For the university players the two populations of high 341 and low throws are shown in Fig. 5E . However, there were insufficient high and low throws to 342 enable a mixed model analysis to be performed. For the less accurate recreational players (Fig.   343 5F) the mixed model analysis revealed that the high and low populations were significantly 344 different (F (1,17) = 91.59, P < 0.0001). The difference between the two lines at the mean time of 345 hand acceleration (time 0) was 2.8 ms for the recreational players (Fig. 5F ) and 1.4 ms for the 346 university players (Fig. 5E ). That is, on average high and low throws were associated with a
Mechanisms for timing ball release in the 1-2 ms range
372
The evidence indicates that a number of different factors contributed to the millisecond 373 timing precision in the university players. The first factor is that, compared to the recreational 374 players, there was low variability from throw to throw in the joint motions and accompanying Fig. 3D ). Figure 3D also shows for the no-ball throws, that across subjects there was a large 396 variability (large SD) in timing precision, e.g., three subjects had mean windows for finger 397 opening of 46-55 ms, whereas another three subjects had mean windows of 11-13 ms. We 398 speculate that subjects with the long timing windows opened their fingers by a central neural 399 command to the finger muscles, whereas subjects with the short windows (including subject Pa, 400 Fig 2A) used interaction torques from hand acceleration to extend the fingers.
401
One possibility is that the increased variability in throws with the 3g ball and in the no-402 ball throws is due to lack of familiarity (lack of practice). Extensive training with the 3g ball 403 would not give definitive information because it is likely that subjects would learn to use the 404 small backforce from this ball. However, training in the no-ball situation might be informative: 405 the backforce hypothesis predicts that even after training, subjects will be unable to consistently 406 open the fingers rapidly and with a timing precision of 1-2 milliseconds.
407
Finger force/stiffness
408
According to the backforce hypothesis for finger opening, ball high/low errors are due to 409 a failure to precisely adjust finger force/stiffness to hand acceleration. For example, for low 410 throws, the delay in finger opening for a given hand acceleration (Fig. 5F ) would be due to finger et al. 1999b, 2001) . In the present experiments (Fig. 4C ) finger opening peak acceleration 448 was also constant in magnitude when going from the baseball to the heavy ball. It was only 449 when an extremely light (3 g) ball was used, that was outside the weight range of balls normally 450 experienced by these subjects, that there was a decrease in finger extension peak acceleration.
451
The second principle is that increased wrist and finger joint velocities in very fast throws, For the fingers, the present results suggest that in fast throws, the torque from the ball rolling 
461
We have previously described how internal models could be employed in a feedforward 462 situation to generate an overarm throw (Hore et al. 1999b ). Internal models are sensorimotor throwing, it is of interest to know whether internal models which control limb dynamics learn by 471 means of a representation that is optimal for control of inertial objects, i.e., by means of basis 472 elements that are exclusively sensitive to acceleration. In a study on reaching in acceleration-473 dependent fields Hwang et al. (2006) found that these elements were not optimized for control of 474 inertial objects, i.e., they were sensitive to both acceleration and velocity, and that velocity 475 dominated (like proprioceptive feedback).
476
One interpretation of these principles is that the planning of finger and arm movements 477 occurs by state-space coordination in which information about the state of the arm is used in the 478 control of finger opening (Haggard and Wing 1998; Thach et al. 1992) . A recent extension of 479 this idea is optimal feedback control theory (Diedrichsen et al. 2010 ) which predicts that cerebellum based on state estimation of hand acceleration, and that ball inaccuracy occurs when 503 this computation is imprecise.
504
Conclusion
505
In overarm throws made by highly skilled subjects no evidence was found to support the 506 idea that timing to the nearest millisecond was achieved by a timing command to the finger 507 muscles from the CNS. Rather, the results suggest that timing of finger opening occurred by 
